
Take your SAP environment to the next level 
With Atos and SAP on Microsoft Azure

Looking to shift your SAP environment into the 
cloud?  We help enterprise-level organizations 
around the world boost their agility and 
responsiveness while mitigating the risks, 
challenges, and concerns associated with  
SAP on public and hybrid clouds.

With Atos and Microsoft SAP Cloud Services, 
you can be confident of not only a smoother 
transition and optimized operations and 
insights, but that you’ll be as safe in the  
cloud as you have been on-premise.

How you will benefit

Atos’ Digital Cloud Transformation Hub wfor SAP and Microsoft Azure combine expertise, leading 
technologies, pre-defined solutions, and tools into a single modular suite, to accelerate the 
adoption of SAP on the cloud in a way that delivers maximum value and the least amount of risk.

You’ll be able to:

Transform your business  
to optimize existing 

resources and unlock 
powerful new capabilities 

for your enterprise.

Create a solid  
foundation for the  

cloud and connect to a 
Cloud-Forward future.

Innovate with  
confidence while  

securing operations  
in the cloud.

Enable the integration and 
collaboration needed to 
ensure the best business 
outputs and a frictionless 

user experience.

YOUR
Expand

Horizons



Atos SAP on Microsoft Azure offers you:

Dedicated SAP cloud solutions

• The Atos Digital Transformation Hub for SAP, specifically designed to help you drive  
risk-free adoption and help you utilize the full potential of cloud and S/4HANA.  
Incorporating our dedicated Atos SAP management toolset, Atos SAP BlueBox.

• Hyperscaler approved processes

• Atos Quad4 Framework

• Orchestrated Hybrid Cloud

Focused programmes to add greater value 

• Shared initiatives ensure you’re able to run mission-critical  
SAP workloads on Microsoft Azure. 

• Atos ‘Extend and Innovate’ programme, engineered to elevate  
the value delivered beyond Azure to Microsoft Cloud,  
for deeper functionality and capability. 

Deeper functionality for cloud and SAP infrastructures: 

• Improve employee experience and productivity with a unified front-end,  
and SAP integration with Teams, Microsoft Viva/ Tooling to create a  

• Enable employee collaboration with SAP SuccessFactors, Microsoft Teams,  
and Viva. Boost productivity with richer employee, customer and supplier  
collaborations with native SAP-Teams integrations 

• Take advantage of rapid access, low latency, unmatched security,  
and thought leadership in remote work. 

Supported by powerful Microsoft Azure & Microsoft Cloud Capability

• A dedicated Microsoft practice with experts worldwide in Microsoft Azure, Microsoft Cloud  
and Microsoft Security

• Multi-layered security controls across physical data centres, infrastructure, and operations

• Centre of Excellence: Globally Managed CoE

30k+ Application Experts  

10k+ Datacenter & Network Experts  

3,300+ Cloud Experts 40+ Co-Sell Ready Offers in Marketplace

Joint investments in skills and product development (Microsoft & SAP)

• 3,500 global cyber security experts working together to  
safeguard critical business systems.  

How we do it?
Scale as required and achieve greater agility and resilience with SAP - hosted by the only cloud provider that’s 
been running SAP for its own finance, HR, and supply chains for the last 20 years, including SAP S/4HANA.



Atos not only offers recognized leadership in cybersecurity, 
digital workplace, decarbonization, and cloud, we are 
currently part of the SAP Rise Programme ourselves. 

This means we are well acquainted with all the processes, 
challenges, and requirements that come with deploying 
SAP on Microsoft Azure.  It’s also given us first-hand insight 
into user and business expectations, which we have built 
into our offering.

Security services are supported by: 

Consulting

Risk assessment, cybersecurity  
strategy and roadmap, industry,  
and regulatory compliance 

Integration

Solution design, deployment and  
integration, onboarding, and handover 

Managed Security Services

24/7 security operations, MDR,  
and CSIRT. 



Next steps 
Atos offers a comprehensive assessment for SAP on Microsoft Azure. 
It’s the ideal first step to ensure the best possible transformation to 
cloud for your SAP environment. 

The assessment involves a deep dive into your technical landscape. 
The four-week discovery and analysis process will provide you with 
everything you need to pursue your cloud aspirations, customized 
to your unique requirements. The intent is to help you define 
your strategy and next steps to empower you to have informed 
conversations with your internal stakeholders, articulate a business 
case, and seek out the funding needed in cloudification.

To book your custom assessment, or find out more about 
our SAP on Microsoft Azure offerings, visit our page. 

If you’d like to explore this offering future, go to: 

Digital Platforms for SAP - Atos 

Microsoft - Atos 

(37) Atos: My Company | LinkedIn

Atos Group - YouTube 

https://atos.net/en/solutions/global-sap-services/digital-platforms-for-sap
https://atos.net/en/about-us/partners-and-alliances/microsoft
https://atos.net/en/about-us/partners-and-alliances/microsoft
https://atos.net/en/about-us/partners-and-alliances/microsoft
https://atos.net/en/lp/atos-sap-on-microsoft-azure

